Release Notes for Version 7.0.5993
App

Feature

Type

Comments

Settings/Required Changes

SPOT

Adjustments

Fix

Invoices auto-split at markin from an original
un-split Quick were not applying the invoice
mode adjustment across all orders.

SPOT

Configuration Fix

Changed the descriptions of "Print Register
Workstation Settings > Cashier Settings
Receipt" and "Print Register Receipt Threshold (CC)" settings to accurately explain
their current functionality, which is the
intended functionality. "Print Register
Receipt" does not apply to card payments
(credit, debit). "Print Register Receipt Threshold (CC)" does apply to card payments.

SPOT

Configuration Addition
to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like the 'Hide
Item' option found in many configuration
options to hide the corresponding item.
The "Hide" button in Program Configuration
can now be used to hide individual
Departments, Categories, Items, Modifiers,
and Upcharges at detail, preventing them
from being used. This functionality already
exists for coupons.

SPOT

Coupons

Fix

Fixed a problem that could cause an autocoupon to be applied more than once per
invoice.

SPOT

Credit Cards

Change

As a SPOT user, I would like the 1 cent
token transactions to be reversed to avoid
any fees.
TSYS - Terminal-based token requests will
now VOID the AUTH before returning control
to the user.

SPOT

Credit Cards

Change

NZ- Reduced polling time for status requests
from 5 seconds to 1.

SPOT

General

Addition
to
Existing
Feature

As a CustomerConnect user in Germany, I
would like Germany to be added to the list
of countries available in CC
Germany has been added to the list of
countries supported in CustomerConnect
settings.

SPOT

General

Fix

Changing an order between routes or route
and counter from Order View will now leave
an activity log entry.

SPOT

General

Fix

Fixed a problem where SPOT could lock up
when cancelling a Quick.

SPOT

General

Fix

Fix a possible crash when using a manual
adjustment with a lengthy name

SPOT

General

Fix

Fixed a problem where the Employee
Production report would not display if an HSL
ID was changed during the date range
selected.

SPOT

General

Fix

Fixed a problem where an invoice would
appear to have been voided but in fact had
not.

SPOT

General

Addition
to
Existing
Feature

As a pickup/dropoff Kiosk user I would like
a report enhancement
Add time to Picked Up column on Kiosk OrdersPicked Up report. This may be a few
minutes later than when the garments are
actually dispensed depending on the load on
the kiosk server.

SPOT

General

Fix

Fixed a problem with the price change alerts
and searches that would cause some changes

Company Settings > CustomerConnect
Settings > CustomerConnect Profiles >
(profile) > Settings >> General >
Locality

to not be reported.
SPOT

Item View

Fix

Fixed a problem that could cause an
unintended alteration to be added to an
order.

SPOT

Mapping

Fix

Fixed issues with SPOTMap (Telogis) mapping
Canadian addresses.

SPOT

Markin

Fix

Should all invoice numbers available for the
current month be exhausted SPOT will now
give an explanatory error rather than locking
up.

SPOT

Markin

Fix

Fixed a scenario that could cause price later
alterations to not prompt for a price when
racked.

SPOT

Markin

Fix

Fixed a problem that can cause one item in a
detail session to unintentionally have a
different promised date than the rest.

SPOT

Markin

Fix

Fixed a problem where SPOT may
unnecessarily prompt to remove a discount
from an order.

SPOT

Merchandise

Fix

Allowing the prompt to print a receipt to
remain open after a merchandise sale no
longer maintains an open database
transaction.

SPOT

Mobile

Addition
to
Existing
Feature

The ability to link a referring customer to a
new customer via the mobile referral code
has been added to SPOT.

SPOT

On-Screen
Keyboard

Fix

Fixed bug that crashes SPOT if viewing a
report while the on-screen keyboard is open.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

FIXED - In some cases, the Daily Report was

improperly displaying write-off events in
stores where the write-off event did not
occur.
SPOT

Reports

Fix

Fixed issue running Time Clock By Labor
Category (Detail) and (Summary)
presentations.

SPOT

Reports

Addition
to
Existing
Feature

Email address has been added to the "All
Customers with Ratings" report.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Fixed error when running "Incoming
Summary By Clerk (Hourly) - Combined"
report

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Fixed the Incoming Summary by Group
report to work properly when multiple stores
are selected.

SPOT

Reports

Addition
to
Existing
Feature

Customer billing group has been added to
the list of report fields for statements and
hotel statements. (Note: Billing group
has NOT been added to the default
statement and default hotel statement, but is
now available to be used in custom
statements).

SPOT

Routes

Change

As a SPOT user, I would like an option to
prevent storage orders from showing up on
a route manifest
Routes that have a specific Rack Assignment
for inclusion to the manifest will now use this
assignment to override the "Storage" mode
of an order, allowing orders to be delivered
w/o changing the mode away from "Storage".

"Storage" orders also will no longer show up
in the Route Recon.
SPOT

Routes

Addition
to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like the ondemand route scheduler cutoff time to
have an optional override to impress
customers
It is now possible to override the OnDemand
Scheduler Same Day Cutoff setting if the user
has the Override On-Demand Cutoff Time
activity right. If the user does not have this
right, a PIN prompt will appear to give a
chance for a user that does (such as a
manager) to authorize the visit.

SPOT

Routes

New
Feature

As a SPOT Route user, I would like the On
Demand Scheduler to send a confirmation
email
SPOT can now be configured to send emails
to the customer when the Route On Demand
Scheduler is used.

SPOT

Search

Fix

Fixed problem where customer ratings colors
were overriding route and VIP colors

SPOT

SMS

Change

Add Country Code to Twilio SMS messages

Store Settings > Route Settings > OnDemand Scheduler Emails
Store Settings > Email Settings > Route
On-Demand
Standard customer email tokens are
available, plus the following:
@STARTDATE - Starting date of the
request
@ENDDATE - End date of the request
@ONDEMANDTYPE - The type of
request: Pickup, Delivery,
Pickup/Delivery, Cancellation

(appears to now be a requirement).
SPOT

SMS

Change

The SMS Replies alert will no longer show
replies from disabled customers by default. A
"Show Disabled Customers" button has been
added to show them when desired.

SPOT

SMS

Fix

Corrected the description of the SMS replies
alert to correctly indicate that it displays the
last 250 SMS replies.

Conveyor Client

General

Fix

Fixed a problem where records can be sent to
a conveyor in the wrong order when a user
very rapidly splits an order after detail.

Conveyor Kiosk

General

New
Feature

As SPOT Support I need to be able to
customize the messages of SPOT.Kiosk
without breaking future updates
Added custom message support to
SPOT.Kiosk

CustomerConnect General

Fix

Fixed error when attempting to process a
payment web request for a customer that has
credit card payment disabled. SPOT will now
warn of the problem instead of attempting to
proceed and causing an error.

CustomerConnect General

Addition
to
Existing
Feature

As a Customer Connect user, I would like
customer specific referral and promo code
fields to be available in the sign-up and
customer information.
Added promo code and referral sources to
CustomerConnect signup. Referral sources
require the "Display on Web" setting which is
turned on by default. Description will override
the name of the referral source when
displayed on the page.

CustomerConnect General

New
Feature

As a Customer Connect user, I would like
to check up to 50 gift card balances
without user authentication
Add anonymous gift card balance check
block on login page

OTS

New
Feature

Added Print Tracking Widget

General

